
While giving the appearance of making eye
contact with the crowd through the clear

lenses, speakers are actually viewing an image
or video they uploaded earlier on their

phone 

While they may appear as a
normal pair of reading
glasses,  Illusions are a
descreet virtual reality
headset designed to aid

humans in public speaking or
performances.

ILLUSIONSILLUSIONS

NOT YOUR ORDINARY PAIR OF LENSES

 transparency mode: if
the wearer decides that
they no longer need the

aid of their image, the
lenses become

transparent BY TAPPING
ON THE LEFT SIDE  OF THE

FRAME. All of this would
go unnoticed by

the crowd because
a pair of Illusions
is identical to an
ordinary pair of

glassES!!!!

FOR EXAMPLE...

Someone who has public
speaking anxiety could
upload an image of the

ocean or a video of their
mother listening intently to

their speech 

Illusions come in one
style: black square

frames, with a small;
"illusions" logo in

red on the side. They
pair with the app

"Illusions" from the
App Store. 

A musician who forgets
the lyrics could

upload an image of
them 

Users feel:

Comfortable

At peace

Confident

THE HOPE:
That Illusions

provide a sense of
comfort in

stressful
circumstances,

making people who
feel out of their
comfort zone at

peace.
 

You'll never have
to use notecards

again!!



MANIFESTO

The overarching goal of Illusions is to
allow people who fear public speaking to

have peace in front of an audience. No matter
the quality of the content of a speech,

delivery has a huge impact of the
receptiveness of the audience and Illusions

supports anxious speakers by giving them the
ability to deliver their material confidently.
With Illusions, speakers are able to view an

image that can provide relief from their
anxiety such as a peaceful landscape, or their

notes. The design of illusions understands
the human desire for a familiar face or

peaceful scene in times of stress or
discomfort.  

With the click of a button, users can
upload an image or video through the

app "Illusions", making the process
painless and user friendly. The

accessibility of the design understands
the human desire for convenience while
Humans are simultaneously being put in

the loop by being able to select
whatever image or video of their

choosing to give them peace. Illusions 
 also supports the growth of the user
with Transparency mode allowing the

user to control their level of
dependence on the image. This feature
was created with the hope that  users

eventually wouldn't need to wear their
illusions at all. 


